The faithful representations of real Lie algebras g with dimensions n ≤ 4 acting on the dual space of the universal covering algebra of an ideal s of g, are calculated. With the help of left and right translations of the Lie group, we define the homogeneous manifolds (Lie groups with trivial isotropy subgroup) of dimension n and we calculate the Killing fields (generators of left translations), the invariant fields (generators of right translations) and the left invariant 1-forms. The presented method also allow us to calculate the composition function of the Lie group. All of the calculated quantities are derived by applying algebraic manipulations and function differentiation.
Introduction
The notion of Lie groups and Lie algebras it encouters in a very broad area of modern mathematical physics. Abstract Lie algebras are widely used in quantum mechanics, e.g. to determine the energy spectrum of a system; the harmonic oscillator being the most notable example. In general relativity abstract Lie algebras play an important role when someone is constructing/classifying spacetimes which admit a set of Killing vector fields; the Bianchi classification [1] is a prototype for this approach, see [2] , [3] for an English translation. The classification of real Lie algebras is a quite active area of research. The finite dimensional real analytic Lie algebras of vector fields on R 2 were completely classified in [4] . The classification of finite-dimensional subalgebras in polynomial Lie algebras of rank one was made in [5] ; while all the finite-dimensional Lie algebras that can be realized as subalgebras of the Lie algebra of planar vector fields with coefficients from the field of rational functions were found in [6] . A subjective overview of transitive Lie algebras and the classification of the primitive ones was the subject of [7] .
Modern applications of Lie algebras can be found in string theories; a beautiful branch is the Poisson-Lie T-duality introduced by Klimcik and Severa [8] , [9] see also [10] and [11] . In [12] the automorphism group of 4d homogeneous manifolds was used for their invariant characterization. On the other hand, realizations of Lie algebras with vector fields are used in the integration of systems of ordinary and/or partial differential equations [13] , a viewpoint that was used by the inventor of the theory, S. Lie. The interactive use of both the abstract and the realization approach was exploited in [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , resulting in the complete integration of the vacuum Einstein's field equations for several Bianchi cosmologies. Recently Nucci and Leach used Lie groups in order to analyze the inconsistencies in various schemes of quantization [18] and Nucci proposed a new way of quantization [19] based on Noether symmetries.
In this paper we use Lie' s work in a twofold way. Firstly, we use Lie groups, as abstract ones in order to define the homogeneous manifolds by the action of the group on itself with the help of right and left translations. Secondly, we use the Lie algebras accosiated to the Lie groups in order to construct faithful representations of these algebras, and finally by exponentiate these representations we evaluate the finite elements of the corresponding Lie group. At this stage we are able to calculate the Killing fields, the invariant bases and the basis 1-forms for the homogeneous manifold in question. The great advantage of our approach is that is completely algebraical; we only need the structure constants of the Lie algebra in order to build up its faithful representation acting on the dual space of the universal covering algebra. The method is algorithmic so it can be easily realized as a procedure in a computer algebra package.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is divided in two subsections; the first is devoted to fixing the notation and constructing the homogeneous manifolds; while in the second we present our method. In Section 3 we put the method into work for 2d, 3d and 4d real Lie algebras, thus finding the representations of these algebras along with the Killing fields, the invariant bases and the basis 1-forms for the homogeneous manifolds. Finally, in the appendix we present the way to calculate the matrix exponential exp A of a matrix A based on the definition of functions of matrices.
Homogeneous manifolds
In this section we present some basic elements from the theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, in order to set up the notation along with the need to make the presentation self contained; for further details we refer the reader to classic works of Jacobson [20] and Humphreys [21] .
General considerations
Let U e be an open neighborhood of the identity element e of an N -dimensional real Lie group G and ψ a homeomorphism of U e into an open set V ⊂ R N . Each element of the group can be parametrized with an N -tuple α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N ) ∈ V , i.e. α = ψ(g), thus we indicate this fact by writing 2) where the N -dimensional composition function φ(α, β) defines the operation ⋄ on the coordinates α, β
and obey the relation
The Lie group G can be made, in an intrinsic way, to act as a Lie group of transformations on itself with the help of left L g and right R g translations
(2.5)
When we apply the above maps to a group element g α = g ε near the neutral element e = e 0 of G, we have the Taylor expansions for each component φ σ of the composition function φ
where the above equalities are understood modulo O(|ε|), as ε → 0 and the Einstein summation convention is thereafter assumed. Furthermore, the vector fields {ξ λ , η λ } ∈ T x G, the tangent space of G at x, are defined by 8b) and are the generators of the left and right translations respectively. The commutator between ξ κ and η λ can be easily computed with the aid of (2.4) for the infinitesimals elements
i.e. each generator of left translations commutes with each generator of right translations; a well-known fact.
From the fundamental theorems of Sophus Lie we know that the two sets of the generators {ξ κ } and {η κ } span two Lie algebras, which are isomorphic, i.e. The vector fields ξ κ span a basis of T x G thus the η λ must be a linear combination of them with x-dependent coefficients
Evaluating the above equation at the identity element e = e 0 and using (2.8) we have
Inserting now (2.11) into the first of (2.9) and evaluating at e = e 0 we arrive at 13) where in the last line we used (2.12) and (2.8). Finally, inserting (2.11) into the second of (2.9) and evaluating again at e = e 0 we end up with
resulting into
Let {σ λ } be the dual basis of {η κ }, i.e.
For the contraction operator with the vector fields η κ and the (p + 1)-forms w, z we have the following
To see that, write in components, η λ κ w λj 1 ...jp = η λ κ z λj 1 ...jp and multiply each side with σ κ α in order to arrive to (2.17).
The Lie drag of σ λ with respect to ξ κ and η κ can easily be computed with the help of (2.16), (2.10) and (2.9)
and
From the above equation we can compute the exterior derivative dσ κ of the basis 1-forms {σ κ }, with the help of Cartan's identity 20) and using (2.17) once more we have
With the aid of the basis {σ κ } we can define a metric tensor on G by 22) with arbitrary functions γ αβ (x µ ). Our concern is the homogeneous manifolds so we demand that the manifold G be invariant under the group G. This means that the vector fields ξ κ are also Killing fields for the metric tensor (2.22) (of course we could choose the η's as Killing fields). Applying the Killing equation to (2.22) we have
It is evident from the above procedure that the we use the term homogeneous manifolds in the specific case of Lie groups with trivial isotropy subgroup.
Constructing representations and isometries
The local definition of an homogeneous manifold admitting the isometries ξ κ is equivalent to prescribing the metric tensor (2.22) . The usual approach is to bring as much as possible of the ξ κ into normal form (i.e. ∂ σ ) and then use the first of (2.10) to calculate the rest of ξ's. The next step is to use (2.9) in order to find the η λ and finally use (2.16) to solve for the σ ρ and thus identify the metric tensor γ. Although the above construction is straightforward, it cannot be considered as algorithmic: it requires the solution of the system of first order partial differential equations (p.d.e.) (2.10) for ξ κ and the subsequent action of solving the second system of p.d.e. (2.9) for η λ . It is obvious that for a large dimension N of the group G the above procedure can be both tedious and difficult. Below we describe a method for calculating ξ κ , η λ and σ ρ which does not evolve the solution of differential equations; it instead, requires only algebraic manipulations and function differentiation.
From (2.8) it is obvious that the key element for calculating the vector fields ξ κ , η λ is the knowledge of the functions φ σ (α, β). Up to now we have used the Lie group G in an abstract way, thus the functions φ σ (α, β) are abstract too. In order to make the group G and the functions φ σ (α, β) concrete we will use Ado's theorem [22] which states:
Every abstract Lie algebra g has a faithful representation ρ, on a finite-dimensional vector space V of dimension n.
The method we will use consists in the following steps:
1. With the aid of the representation ρ we construct the n × n matrices Ω κ corresponding to the ξ κ .
2. From the matrices Ω κ we evaluate the finite elements of the Lie group G by exponentiation
3. The product of two elements g α , g β of G returns another element g φ of G, thus from the corresponding matrix multiplication
we can read the desired functions φ γ (α, β).
The coordinates α µ are called canonical coordinates of the first kind, or of the first genus. It is worth mentioning that we always have at our disposal the freedom to make a point transformation α µ = α µ (ᾱ ν ) in order to simplify the functional form of the composition function φ. Later on we make repeated use of this freedom when we present the simplified form of the vector fields ξ κ and η κ .
The above steps are easy to implement as soon as the representation ρ is at hand. However Ado' s theorem does not give neither the representation nor the dimension n of the space it acts, it only guarantees the existence of ρ. Thus in order to put our method at work we have to describe the way we can construct a faithful representation ρ. This problem can be split in three cases depending on the properties of the Lie algebra g spanned by the ξ κ .
a) The algebra g is semisimple or has a zero center; then the representation ρ can be chosen as the adjoint representation, where the matrices Ω κ are
b) The algebra g is non-semisimple but is a direct sum of two algebras g = h⊕k; then the representation ρ is the direct sum of the two representations.
c 1 ) The algebra g is non-semisimple and cannot be split into a direct sum; then by the Levi decomposition [23] the algebra g can be written as the semidirect sum g = r ⋊ h where r is the radical of g and h is a semisimple subalgebra of g. The desired representation ρ is the extension of a faithful representation ρ o of r to a representation of g.
c 2 ) The algebra g is a solvable and indecomposable i.e. the subalgebra h = 0. Then we can always construct a series of subalgebras
where h i is an one-dimensional subalgebra of g. The first subalgebra g 1 is the final algebra of the derived series of g while h 1 is spanned by an element of the penultimate term of the derived series, and so on for the rest of
This method is like an upside down pyramid, since we need the knowledge of a representation of a lower dimension ρ o in order to built up ρ or, to put it in other words, we need an extension of ρ o to ρ. Thus we have to begin with a representation of a 2d Lie algebra to construct a representation for a 3d algebra and use it for a 4d one and so on (there are only two 2d algebras with known representations, see section 3.1 below). The above method serves as an alternative proof for Ado's theorem and can be found in chapter 6 of [24] . The basic ingredients of this method are shortly described below.
Let a Lie algebra g = s ⋊ h where s an ideal of g and h a subalgebra of g and suppose we have given a faithful representation ρ o : s → gl(V ) of s with dimV = k. First of all we lift up ρ o from s, to its universal enveloping algebra U (s) in the trivial way
Then we define an action Σ : g → U (s) ⋆ from the algebra g to the dual space of the universal enveloping algebra U (s) ⋆ of s as
is the (j, i) entry of the matrix ρ o (a), or in other words, the coefficient of ǫ j at the expansion of the vector ρ o (a)ǫ i with respect to the basis ǫ. Therefore each element c (υ, w ⋆ ) is called a coefficient of the representation ρ o and the image C ρo of c in U (s) is called the coefficient space of ρ o . The representation we are seeking for, acts on a finite dimensional subspace S ρo ⊂ U (s) ⋆ , which is generated from a basis formed by some of the maps c ij . This procedure is completely algorithmic and can be summarized in the following steps.
1. Choose a set B = {m 1 , . . . , m r } of monomials of U (s) that forms a basis of the complement of kerρ o .
2. Calculate the maps c ij , with respect to the basis B, which generate the coefficient space C ρo .
3. Use the action (2.28) in order to define the action of the elements of h on c ij .
4. Finally, if there are no new functions emerging from step 3 the representation space S ρo is the one spanned by c ij , from which we can write down the desired representation. If in step 3 new coefficient functions c = {f l , l ∈ I} emerge then the representation space is S ρo = C ρo ∪ {c}.
To clarify things we give an example of the above construction for the fourdimensional Lie algebra A 4,10 = {x 1 , x 2 } ⋊ {x 3 } ⋊ {x 4 } with commutation table
Let e n i,j denote the n × n matrices with value 1 for the (i, j) position and zero elsewhere; it is easy to see that the matrices e n 1,j that correspond to different values of j, commute with each other. Thus for an n-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra a = {x 1 , . . . , x n } the matrices ρ(x i ) = e n+1 1,i+1 form a representation of a. In our example, there is an Abelian subalgebra a = {x 1 , x 2 } thus we have the representation ρ o (x 1 ) = e 3 1,2 , ρ o (x 2 ) = e 3 1,3 . In order to extend ρ o , firstly we choose the set B 1 = {1, x 1 , x 2 } of monomials of U (a), so the coefficients of ρ o are c 11 , c 12 , c 13 with values c 11 (1) = 1, c 12 (x 1 ) = 1, c 13 (x 2 ) = 1 and zero for all other values a ∈ U (a). Thus a basis for C ρo is the set {c 11 , c 12 , c 13 }.
Let us now extend ρ o by acting with x 3 on C ρo with the aid of (2.28). Firstly, it is easy to show by induction that
Thus, for an element a = x k 1 x l 2 of U (a) and for an element f of U (a) ⋆ we have
2 . Since for a kl there is not any pair (k, l) resulting a kl = 1, we see from (2.32) that x 3 · c 11 = 0. As a 01 = x 1 we have from (2.32) that x 3 · c 12 (x 2 ) = c 12 (x 1 ) = 1 = c 13 (x 2 ) thus x 3 · c 12 = c 13 . Furthermore because a kl never equals x 2 we have x 2 · c 13 = 0. Viewing the basis {c 11 , c 12 , c 13 } as a row vector, we have the extension of the representation
(2.34a)
and for an element f of U (b) ⋆ we have
where yields to
→ Ê is deduced from that relation, with f 2 (x 2 x 3 ) = 1 which leads to
The action of x 4 on f 2 can be computed with the elements b 020 = −2x 2 x 3 +x 1 or b 002 = −b 020 ; from (2.35) we have x 4 ·f 2 (x 2 2 ) = f 2 (−2x 2 x 3 +x 1 ) = −2 yielding to x 4 ·f 2 = −2f 1 (the element b 002 does not provide any further constraint). Gathering the above results we have the ρ-representation of x 4 ρ(x 4 ) = −e To complete the representation ρ we must act with each of {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } on {f 1 , f 2 } via (2.28). Firstly,
Since b klm cannot equal either of (x 2 2 , x 2 3 , x 2 x 3 ) we have x 1 ·f 1 = 0 and x 1 ·f 2 = 0. The action of x 2 is x 2 ·f (b) = f (bx 2 ) so x 2 ·f (x k 1 x l 2 x m 3 ) = f (e klm ) where e klm can be computed with the aid of (2.34);
. For the element b 010 we have x 2 · f 1 (x 2 ) = f 1 (x 2 2 ) = 1 which gives x 2 · f 1 = c 13 whilst for the element b 001 we have x 2 · f 2 (x 3 ) = f 2 (x 2 x 3 ) = 1 yielding to x 2 · f 2 = c 23 . Finally, for the action of x 3 we have
. Applying this action on b 001 we have x 3 · f 1 (x 3 ) = f 1 (x 2 3 ) = −1 which implies x 3 · f 1 = −c 23 ; whilst for the element b 010 we see
Finally, we end up with the set of original functions A = {c 11 , c 12 , c 13 , c 23 } along with the set of the new functions c = {f 1 , f 2 }. Thus, the representation space S ρo is spanned by the set A ∪ c and the desired representation is ρ(x 1 ) = e which can be used to define the desired functions φ µ (α κ , β κ ). In order to do that we have to find the finite matrix elements (2.24) of the Lie group by exponentiation of the representation matrices Ω µ = ρ(x µ ), i.e. g α = exp (α µ Ω µ ).
This calculation can be done either by the computer algebra program "Wolfram Mathematica" or by hand, the details are given to the appendix. The result for The functions (2.4) φ α (α, β) can be found from (2.25)
The Killing fields ξ λ and the invariant basis η µ can now be obtained by (2.8), i.e.
{η α } = {∂ x , z cos w∂ x + cos w∂ y − sin w∂ z , z sin w∂ x + sin w∂ y + cos w∂ z , ∂ w } while the basis 1-forms σ α are calculated from (2.16) {σ α } = {dx − zdy, cos wdy − sin wdz, sin wdy + cos wdz, dw} . 
Basis sets for Killing fields and 1-forms
In this section we analyze all 2d, 3d and 4d real Lie algebras. We present the faithful representations of these algebras along with the Killing fields ξ α (left translations), the invariant fields η α (right translations) and the basis 1-forms σ α . For the 3d cases we follow the Bianchi classification [1] which are reproduced in [25] and [26] , but we also mention other designations for these algebras, e.g. the Bianchi Type II algebra is also known as Weyl algebra. For the 4d algebras we follow the conventions of [25] and [26] . The presentation is given in a form of an itemized list for each Lie algebra, with the following structure:
• Structure constants C α βγ .
• Representation ρ(x i ).
• Killing vector fields ξ α .
• Vector fields of the invariant basis η α .
• Basis 1-forms σ α .
For each algebra only the nonzero structure constants C α βγ are given, and from them only the ones with β < γ.
Two-dimensional algebras
• ∂ x , ∂ y
• dx, dy.
A 2
• C 2 12 = 1.
• ∂ x , e x ∂ y .
• ∂ x + y∂ y , ∂ y .
• dx, −ydx + dy.
Three-dimensional algebras 3.2.1 Bianchi Type I
• -
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z .
• dx, dy, dz.
Bianchi Type
• ∂ x , ∂ y , −y∂ x + ∂ z .
• dx + ydz, dy, dz.
• ∂ x , e x ∂ y , ∂ z .
• ∂ x + y∂ y , ∂ y , ∂ z .
• dx, −ydx + dy, dz.
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 3 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 3 2,2 + e 3 3,2 + e 3 3,3 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , (x + y)∂ x + y∂ y + ∂ z .
• e z ∂ x , ze z ∂ x + e z ∂ y , ∂ z .
• e −z dx − ze −z dy, e −z dy, dz.
• e z ∂ x , e z ∂ y , ∂ z .
• e −z dx, e −z dy, dz.
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 3 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 3 2,2 + he 3 3,3 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , x∂ x + hy∂ y + ∂ z .
• e z ∂ x , e hz ∂ y , ∂ z .
• e −z dx, e −hz dy, dz.
• e hz (cos z∂ x − sin z∂ y ) , e hz (sin z∂ x + cos z∂ y ) , ∂ z .
• e −hz (cos zdx − sin zdy) , e −hz (sin zdx + cos zdy) , dz.
• ∂ x , η (1) , η (2) .
• dx − sinh ydz, cos xdy − sin x cosh ydz, sin xdy + cos x cosh ydz. where ξ (1) = sech y cosh z∂ x + sinh z∂ y − tanh y cosh z∂ z ξ (2) = sech y sinh z∂ x + cosh z∂ y − tanh y sinh z∂ z η (1) = − sin x tanh y∂ x + cos x∂ y − sin x sech y∂ z η (2) = cos x tanh y∂ x + sin x∂ y + cos x sech y∂ z 3.2.9 Bianchi Type IX -A 3,9
• ∂ x , η (3) , η (4) .
• dx + sin ydz, cos xdy − sin x cos ydz, sin xdy + cos x cos ydz. where ξ (3) = sec y cos z∂ x + sin z∂ y − tan y cos z∂ z ξ (4) = − sec y sin z∂ x + cos z∂ y + tan y sin z∂ z η (3) = sin x tan y∂ x + cos x∂ y − sin x sec y∂ z η (4) = − cos x tan y∂ x + sin x∂ y + cos x sec y∂ z 3.3 Four-dimensional algebras
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx, dy, dz, dw.
A
• ∂ x + y∂ y , ∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx, −ydx + dy, dz, dw.
• ∂ x , e x ∂ y , ∂ z , e z ∂ w .
• ∂ x + y∂ y , ∂ y , ∂ z + w∂ w , ∂ w .
• dx, −ydx + dy, dz, −wdz + dw.
• ∂ x , ∂ y , −y∂ x + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx + ydz, dy, dz, dw.
3.3.5
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 4 2,2 + e 4 3,2 + e 4 3,3 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 4,4 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , (x + y)∂ x + y∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e z ∂ x , e z (z∂ x + ∂ y ) , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −z (dx − zdy) , e −z dy, dz, dw.
3.3.6
• e z ∂ x , e z ∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −z dx, e −z dy, dz, dw.
• e z ∂ x , ∂ y , y∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −z dx, dy − ydz, dz, dw.
3.3.8
• e z ∂ x , e αz ∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −z dx, e −αz dy, dz, dw.
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = −e 4 2,3 + e 4 3,2 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 4,4 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , y∂ x − x∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• cos z∂ x − sin z∂ y , sin z∂ x + cos z∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• cos zdx − sin zdy, sin zdx + cos zdy, dz, dw.
3.3.10
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = αe 4 2,2 − e 4 2,3 + e 4 3,2 + αe 4 3,3 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 4,4 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , (αx + y)∂ x + (−x + αy)∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e αz (cos z∂ x − sin z∂ y ) , e αz (sin z∂ x + cos z∂ y ) , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −αz (cos zdx − sin zdy) , e −αz (sin zdx + cos zdy) , dz, dw.
3.3.11
2,3 + e 4 3,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = −e 4 1,3 − e 4 3,1 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 4 1,2 + e 4 2,1 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 4,4 .
• ξ (1) , ξ (2) , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• ∂ x , η (1) , η (2) , ∂ w .
• dx − sinh ydz, cos xdy − sin x cosh ydz, sin xdy + cos x cosh ydz, dw. • ξ (3) , ξ (4) , ∂ z , ∂ w .
• ∂ x , η (3) , η (4) , ∂ w .
• dx + sin ydz, cos xdy − sin x cos ydz, sin xdy + cos x cos ydz, dw. where ξ (3) = sec y cos z∂ x + sin z∂ y − tan y cos z∂ z ξ (4) = − sec y sin z∂ x + cos z∂ y + tan y sin z∂ z η (3) = sin x tan y∂ x + cos x∂ y − sin x sec y∂ z η (4) = − cos x tan y∂ x + sin x∂ y + cos x sec y∂ z 3.3.13 A 4,1
1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 4 1,4 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 3,2 + e 4 4,3 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , y∂ x + z∂ y + ∂ w .
• ∂ x , w∂ x + ∂ y , 1 2 w 2 ∂ x + w∂ y + ∂ z .
• dx − wdy + 1 2 w 2 dz, dy − wdz, dw.
3.3.14 A • C 1 14 = α, C 2 24 = 1, C 2 34 = 1, C 3 34 = 1.
• ρ(x 1 ) = αe 4 1,4 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 2,4 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 4 2,4 + e 4 3,4 , ρ(x 4 ) = −αe 4 1,1 − e 4 2,2 − e 4 2,3 − e 4 3,3 .
• e −αw ∂ x , e −w ∂ y , −e −w (w∂ y − ∂ z ) , ∂ w .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , −αx∂ x − (y + z)∂ y − z∂ z + ∂ w .
• dx + αxdw, dy + (y + z)dw, dz + zdw, dw.
A 4,3
• C 1 14 = 1, C 2 34 = 1.
• ρ(x 1 ) = e 4 1,2 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 , ρ(x 3 ) = e 4 1,4 , ρ(x 4 ) = e 4 2,2 + e 4 4,3 .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , x∂ x + z∂ y + ∂ w .
• e w ∂ x , ∂ y , w∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• e −w dx, dy − wdz, dz, dw.
A 4,4
• • e −w ∂ x , −e −w (w∂ x − ∂ y ) , e −w 1 2
•
• dx + (x + y)dw, dy + (y + z)dw, dz + zdw, dw. • e −w ∂ x , e −aw ∂ y , e −βw ∂ z , ∂ w .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , −x∂ x − αy∂ y − βz∂ z + ∂ w .
• dx + xdw, dy + αydw, dz + βzdw, dw. • e −αw ∂ x , e −βw (cos w∂ y + sin w∂ z ) , −e −βw (sin w∂ y − cos w∂ z ) , ∂ w .
3.3.18
• ∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z , −αx∂ x − (βy + z)∂ y + (y − βz)∂ z + ∂ w .
• dx + αxdw, dy + (βy + z)dw, dz − (y − βz)dw, dw.
A 4,7
• C 1 14 = 2, C 2 24 = 1, C 1 23 = 1, C 2 34 = 1, C 3 34 = 1.
• ρ(x 1 ) = 2e 4 1,4 , ρ(x 2 ) = e 4 1,3 + e 4 2,4 , ρ(x 3 ) = −e 4 1,2 + e 4 2,4 + e 4 3,4 , ρ(x 4 ) = −2e 4 1,1 − e 4 2,2 − e 4 2,3 − e 4 3,3 .
• e −2w ∂ x , −e −w 1 2 z∂ x − ∂ y , e −w 1 2 (y − z − zw)∂ x − w∂ y + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx − z 2 dy + y + z 2 dz + 2xdw, dy + (y + z)dw, dz + zdw, dw.
A 4,8
• ∂ x , z∂ x + e w ∂ y , ∂ z , z∂ z + ∂ w .
• dx − e −w zdy, e −w dy, dz − zdw, dw. • e −(1+β)w ∂ x , −e −w z 1 + β ∂ x − ∂ y , e −βw βy 1 + β ∂ x + ∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx − βz 1 + β dy + y 1 + β dz + (1 + β)xdw, dy + ydw, dz + βzdw, dw.
A 4,10
• C 1 23 = 1, C 2 34 = 1, C 3 24 = −1.
• see (2.38).
• ∂ x , z cos w∂ x + cos w∂ y − sin w∂ z , z sin w∂ x + sin w∂ y + cos w∂ z , ∂ w .
• dx − zdy, cos wdy − sin wdz, sin wdy + cos wdz, dw.
3.3.23 A 4,11 , α > 0 • ∂ x , ∂ y , (y − 1 2α z)∂ x + ∂ z , ξ (5) .
• e 2αw ∂ x , η (5) , η (6) , ∂ w .
• σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , dw.
where • e −z (cos w∂ x + sin w∂ y ) , e −z (− sin w∂ x + cos w∂ y ) , ∂ y , ∂ w .
• ∂ x , ∂ y , −x∂ x − y∂ y + ∂ z , −y∂ x + x∂ y + ∂ w .
• dx + xdz + ydw, dy + ydz − xdw, dz, dw.
Discussion
In this work we presented a method for constructing faithful representations of Lie algebras and showed how to use them in order to define the homogeneous manifolds via the basis 1-forms. Furthermore we used these representations for calculating the Killing and the invariant fields of the above manifolds, by identification with left and right translations respectively and the use of the composition function of the Lie group. The key difference from other works in the subject is that we do not solve any differential equations in order to determinate the Killing/invariant fields or the 1-forms for each and every algebra; we only apply algebraic manipulations and function differentiation.
The Killing fields, ξ α can be found in the exhaustive and elegant work of Popovych et al in [27] ; where they use the notion of megaideals to simplify the calculations, but at the end of the day they do need to solve partial differential equations. Furthermore we must mention the work of Shirokov [28] , [29] where is presented a method to calculate the Killing fields ξ α . A way to evaluate the composition function φ along with the invariant vector fields η κ was presented in [30] using quadratures.
The basis 1-forms σ α for the 4d case, were presented in [11] and [31] with the help of Maurer-Cartan form of the corresponding Lie group, (see [32] for details). In these works the authors used the adjoint representation in order to calculate the 1-forms σ α whereas we base our presentation on a faithful representation, which of course coincides with the adjoint whenever the algebra is semisimple.
The calculations are made with the aid of computer algebra system "Wolfram Mathematica", but as is pointed out in the main text and in the appendix, these calculations can also be done by hand.
Let f (A) be a function defined on the spectrum of a matrix A and r(A) the corresponding Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation polynomial. Then f (A) = r(A).
Let r(λ) = n−1 k=0 c k λ k and λ i be an eigenvalue of the matrix A; if λ i is a simple root of r(λ) then exp λ i = r(λ i ); if the multiplicity of λ i is m i , then Applying the above relation to the eigenvalues of the matrix exp A we add up with a system of n equations for the n unknowns c k .
As an example we calculate the matrix S(θ γ ) = exp (θ µ Ω µ ) where Ω µ are the matrices (2.38) from the representation of the algebra A 4,10 .
The eigenvalues λ i , along with their multiplicities m i , of the matrix S(θ γ ) are With the aid of the above values we can calculate exp S from the interpolation polynomial r(A). In order to simplify the resulting expression (see the paragraph after (2.25)) we make the redefinitions thus we arrive at the matrix (2.39).
